Impact Overview

- 16 Fatalities
- 19,500 Evacuated families
- 118 Shelters
- 69,534 Affected families
- 347 Damaged schools

Needs by sector and response

**Protection**
- GBV\(^1\) and SGBV\(^2\) cases detected among the displaced people

**Health**
- 42,047 families severely affected
- 16,390 health services provided

**Education in Emergencies**
- 28,665 students at risk of permanently classes interruption
- 117 mobile classrooms settled

**WASH**\(^3\)
- 300 hygiene Kits delivered by Plan International

**International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies – Disaster Relief Emergency Fund**
- EUR 200,000 provided by DG ECHO to the IFRC DREF
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**Flood Detection**
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**Most affected departments**
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